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PNFSP showcases best practices;  
trade fair 

“E 
nsure Our 

F o o d , 

Strengthen 

Our Agricul-

ture, Secure Our Future” was 

the theme of PNFSP’s National 

Thematic Conference last August  

The conference was well-attended by PNFSP’s   

member-organizations nationwide, progressive organiza-

tions, and representatives of government agencies. The 

two-day event dealt with the numerous issues concerning 

food insecurity and showcased the programs and projects 

of the members. 

The first day had Rep. Rafael “Ka Paeng” Mariano of 

Anakpawis Partylist open with the Keynote Speech     

tackling the situation of the agricultural sector, the ways 

to achieve a genuine agrarian reform in order to improve 

the overall condition of the sector, which will eventually 

lead to the Philippines’ national industrialization. 

Two case presentations on food insecurity followed 

Ka Paeng’s speech. Ms. Cita Maguelod, Executive        

Director of SENTRA-CV (Sentro Para sa Tunay na          

Repormang Agraryo – Cagayan Valley) talked about the 

biofuel plantation in San Mariano, Isabela and how it 

gravely affects the lives and livelihoods of the farmers 

and the people. According to Maguelod, “Farmers lose 

effective control of their communities’ major production 

system and major resource base to corporate entities. 

Farmers’ control over the land, farming practices and 

technology will be lost as farmers who previously owned 

lands will be reduced to being farm workers.” 

      The second was presented by Mr. Danilo         

Gumanao, Deputy Executive Director of MISFI (Mindanao 

Interfaith Services Foundation) about the massive mining           

operations happening in Mindanao. Based on MGB data, 

more than half of the estimated mineral wealth of the 

country is found in Mindanao, amounting to $12.6 billion. 

The large-scale mining activities will greatly affect the 

lumad communities (indigenous people), agricultural  

sector and the environment. “The lumads will lose their  

PNFSP staff, members and participants during the National Thematic Conference 

29-30, 2012 held at the Bulwagang Tandang Sora, UP 

College of Social Work and Community Development 

(CSWCD). 
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FARDEC engages in  
advocacy marketing 

F 
ARDEC (Farmers Development Center) rice is 

being marketed in Bohol whereby supply 

comes from peasant organizations in towns of 

Ubay, Trinidad, Dagohoy, San Miguel, Mabini 

and Talibon.  

 

In Bohol, rice  selling is predominantly manipulated 

and controlled by big traditional rice traders. 

FARDEC’s rice marketing strategy is an answer to 

farmers' problem of very low buying price of palay in the 

province. Under FARDEC’s program called Socio-Economic 

Enterprise for Development (SEED), they have engaged in 

rice milling and marketing.  

Among its farmer-members, FARDEC raised the buying 

price  from the prevailing P17 to P17.50. Of course, other 

farmers would then flock to FARDEC’s rice mill. The     

biggest trader in the province in turn raised its buying 

price to P18. The price movement felt became            

advantageous to small farmers.  

Solution to a constant problem 

Ms. Estrella “Tata” Flores- Catarata, FARDEC Execu-

tive Director, stressed in her presentation that their rice 

marketing is interlinked with advocacy work for food   

security.  Competing with big traders is not the objective, 

it is more so to increase farmers’ income and also to   

generate even a small profit for their institution. 

The people’s organization (TTIFA) donated to the pro-

ject a 500 square meter lot from its 1,900 hectares occu-

pied land. They then built a rice warehouse and added 

post harvest  equipment like the rice mill. The facilities 

are managed by assigned PO leaders. FARDEC also assists 

TTIFA in managing the business. The project complied and 

completed all the necessary government permits and   

licenses needed to be able to operate. 

Earning while advocating 

The PO-managed rice trading also has 7 buying 

centers to ensure palay procurement. FARDEC pays 

P20 per sack of which P12 is given to the operator, 

and the rest of the proceeds go to the PO’s general 

funds while a FARDEC-supported consumers coopera-

tives of non-rice producing barangays (Loon, Maribo-

joc,  Antequera, Panglao,  Calape ) serve as the main 

market. 

FARDEC rice is also organic, which serves as an 

added benefit to the consumers who opt for  non-

chemically-produced rice. When selling it, the staff 

and PO would also discuss the advantages of          

sustainable agriculture to encourage more patrons. 

Catarata cited major challenges in alternative 

trading, saying that “there is a big demand for less 

chemical-based rice in Cebu, but we just cannot keep 

up with the supply needed”. Congregations, compa-

nies and other groups supporting the cause of FARDEC 

ordered volumes of rice on a regular basis but the 

capital to procure palay is not enough. 

Truly, FARDEC serves as an inspiration to all   

peasant organizations and institutions. They were able 

to balance economic and social gains through their      

advocacy marketing. 

Challenges faced head-on 

The rice warehouse where palay is milled and dried 

SEPTEMBER 2012 
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In reply to Jasareno’s defense  
of mining 

U 
pon the start of his 

speech, Engr. Leo 

Jasareno, Director of 

Mines and            Geo-

sciences Bureau, was already quick 

to point out that there are only 500 

mining applications left from the 

original 3,000 applications. This he 

attributes to his office’s “cleansing 

process”. He also asserts that the 

Dept. of Environment and Natural 

Resources (DENR) stopped granting 

Environmental Compliance Certifi-

cates (ECC) to mining        projects 

since 2011. 

Cases of mining projects 

However, destructive large-

scale mining projects are still    

rampant even as he spoke. Palawan, 

considered to be “the Philippines’ 

last frontier” because of its virgin 

forests, has more than 400 mining 

applications since 2011. This covers 

three-fourths of the island or 6,000 

hectares. And the targeted mining 

areas are teeming with biodiversity. 

The data is from the Integrated        

D e v e l o p m e n t  P r o g r a m  f o r           

Indigenous People’s – Southern   

Tagalog (IDPIP-ST). 

Roxanne Veridiano, KADUAMI’s 

Executive Director also questioned 

Jasareno regarding the open pit 

mines in Benguet which started a 

hundred years ago and are now 

abandoned but was not rehabili-

tated by the mining companies. 

Jasareno replied that the     

government has loaned 34.7 million 

pesos from the World Bank for the 

rehabilitation. What he failed to say 

was that the amount was only     

intended for the rehab of Bagacay 

mine site in Western Samar. 

Prof. Gina Pangga, a soil       

scientist from UPLB, shared that she 

once participated in the rehabilita-

tion of an abandoned mining site. 

She testified that the trees they 

planted did not grow maturely    

despite their efforts to restore the 

environmental surroundings. 

Aside from environmental     

impacts, human rights violations are 

also related to mining activities. 

Marife Magbanua, Executive Director 

of ALCADEV, raised this point during 

the open forum. She cited a case of 

Lumad people who were wrongfully 

tagged in criminal cases to         

discourage them from fighting 

against mining companies. 

Again, Jasareno washed his 

hands of the issue saying that he has 

no knowledge of such incidence. 

Instead, he recommended that  

Magbanua should email him more 

information about the case in order 

to assist them. 

EO 79 not a solution 

that the host community (location of 

the mining activity) will profit.    

Second is the assurance of complete 

mine rehabilitation. Without the 

two, the mining application will not 

be approved. 

Yet, one provision of the EO    

allows national government to    

override local ordinances of prov-

inces or municipalities that  prohibit 

or regulate mining. It is also not 

enough that the new law seeks to 

increase payment of fees and royal-

ties. What is at stake is the environ-

ment, the lives and livelihood of the 

people living in mining areas. 

Jasareno even had the audacity 

to say that “the MGB cannot be pro 

or anti-mining because it is the    

government. We cannot take one 

side because we are all sides. The 

government will always try to hit the 

middle ground.” 

Fortunately, the NTC participants 

were not fooled by Jasareno’s    

rhetoric. We are well aware that the 

government he is talking about is a 

reactionary institution in defense of 

big capitalist businesses.  For as long 

as the Philippines’ mining laws are 

export-oriented and pro-foreign   

investors, the country’s revenues 

from the industry would still be nil 

compared to profits of mining     

companies. The minerals obtained 

will not be used to industrialize the 

Philippines and will not create long-

term employment for the people in 

the communities. 

Jasareno also asserts that Pres.   

Benigno Aquino’s EO 79 “will focus 

on responsible mining”. He says that 

one of its focal point is to ensure  
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Dear friends at PNFSP, 
 

Warm greetings and congratulations from ASTM for your 7th 

anniversary National Conference! I would have loved to be with 

you and to take part in the very interesting programme you 

have put together, as I am sure I would have learned a lot from 

it. But unfortunately, Luxembourg is a long way from Manila 

and so this message of solidarity is our way of being with you on 

this occasion. 

The title of the National Conference “Ensure Our Food, 

Strengthen our Agriculture, Secure our Future” and the topics 

to be addressed are very relevant; ensuring sustainable access 

to healthy, nutritious food for an increasing global population is 

a challenge facing people all over the world. And it is becoming 

increasingly clear that the prevailing agriculture model, that 

puts the control of food production in the hands of a few large 

agribusiness companies and international financial institutions, 

is a recipe for failure. With our partners, ASTM shares the con-

viction that this undemocratic system is not only unable to 

guarantee food security for all, but that it is actually contribut-

ing to increasing poverty and food insecurity throughout the 

world. What is needed is rather a democratic, sustainable food 

production system that puts local food producers and consum-

ers back in control of food production and ensures the protec-

tion of the environment.  

This goal can only be achieved if people join together lo-

cally, nationally and internationally as farmers, consumers and 

organisations to fight against the industrial agricultural model 

that has been imposed on us and to build up a democratic al-

ternative.  

The PNFSP initiative that was set up seven years ago to 

support and enhance the work of organisations working for sus-

tainable agriculture throughout the Philippines is an important 

contribution to this objective and ASTM is very happy to have 

become a partner.  

We are looking forward to continuing and strengthening 

this partnership in the coming years and wish you all the very 

best for two days of good discussions and sharing. 

 
In solidarity, 
For ASTM 
Julie Smit 

Message of Solidarity to the 

PNFSP National Conference 

Since its establishment in 2005, the Philippine Network 
of Food Security Programmes has continued to address 
food security for poor peasants in the countryside. 

 

New World is proud to have been part of your endeavours 
for the past six years through organizing solidarity ac-
tions for your programs which focus on sustainable agri-
culture and appropriate technology, capability building, 
and research and advocacy. 

 

PNFSP’s approach to addressing food security is compre-
hensive. Even as you work with farmers to increase their 
productivity and efficiency through sustainable agricul-
ture and appropriate technology, you also support them 
in campaigns concerning issues that affect food security 
and sovereignty such as the spread of GMOs, crops con-
version for biofuels and land conversion for mining. 

 

Despite the efforts of the network, many issues affecting 
food security remain, including genuine agrarian reform 
and import liberalization. The majority of farmers do not 
own the land they till, which prevents them from mod-
ernizing agriculture. Import liberalization continues to 
wreak havoc on the country’s rice production. 

 

The constant threat from climate change, development 
aggression and land and crop conversion not only pre-
vents the poor peasants and indigenous people from be-
ing food secure, it prevents the entire country from be-
coming self-sufficient in rice and other food crops. 

 

In spite of or maybe because of these issues and threats, 
PNFSP has grown stronger. We challenge PNFSP, along 
with its network members, to stay firm in its struggle for 
food security. 

 

The theme of the conference “Ensure Our Food, 
Strengthen Agriculture, Secure Our Future” is extremely 
relevant. New World will continue supporting PNFSP to 
help this happen. 

 

Mabuhay! 

Warm Greetings of  
Solidarity at the 2012  

National Thematic  
Conference! 
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ancestral lands and be forced to live 

in the towns and cities to become 

the poorest of the poor. In the cities, 

they will be forced to eke out a living 

far from what they have been used 

to. They will add up to the growing 

number of beggars and slum      

dwellers. They would be forced to 

set aside their culture and lose their 

identity as an indigenous people.” 

said Gumanao.   

Representatives from govern-

ment agencies were likewise given 

the chance to reply to the presenta-

tions. Engr. Leo Jasareno, Director of 

Mines and Geosciences Bureau (MGB) 

defended the new mining policy of 

Pres. Aquino. (see page 3) 

Undersecretary Joel Rudinas of 

the Department of Agriculture (DA), 

meanwhile, agreed that organic 

products are beneficial to the    

farmers and said that the DA is also 

advocating its practice. 

A workshop was then conducted 

to enumerate the different activities 

– programs, projects, services, and 

campaigns done by the different  

organizations to make each one 

aware of what they can further do to 

help in the issues concerning food 

security. A representative from each 

group – National, Luzon, Visayas and 

Mindanao presented the outcome of 

their workshops. 

The second day began with an 

opening statement from Ms. Jhana 

Tejome, Executive Director of 

PNFSP, on the NGO-PO initiatives.  

 

After that, some members gave 

a short discussion on their best    

practices on sustainable agriculture 

and appropriate technology, which 

will hopefully serve as models for 

other organizations in their mission 

of addressing food insecurity for the 

rural poor, especially the peasants. 

Ms. Julie Mero, Advocacy Officer 

of CDPC (Center for Development 

Programs in the Cordillera) talked 

about their organic farming,       

particularly their Rice Intensifica-

tion Program and its benefits to the 

farmers and also the environment. 

For CDPC, rice production must be 

intensified with the goal of attaining 

rice sufficiency by increasing the 

yield per unit area. On the other 

hand, organic farming is done 

through “the promotion of the use 

of organic fertilizers, enhancing the 

traditional farming practices, while 

preserving the natural resource 

base.” adds Mero. 

“Advocacy marketing” was then 

explained extensively by Ms. 

Estrella Catarata, Executive Direc-

tor of FARDEC (Farmers Develop-

ment Center). (see page 2) 

Ms. Marife Magbanua, Executive 

Director of ALCADEV (Alternative 

Learning Center for Agricultural and 

Livelihood Development) talked 

about how they successfully        

incorporated teaching sustainable 

agriculture in a school setting. She 

presented a short documentary 

showing the school grounds and  

interviews of students.  

 

 

 

 

PNFSP conference | from page 1 PNFSP’s micro-irrigation project 

in Isabela was then discussed by Mr. 

Samuel Mateo of Bigao Farmers    

Association. 

 L a s t l y ,  t h e  i n d i g e n o u s       

knowledge system was presented by 

Mr. Tyrone Beyer, Policy Advocacy 

Officer of TFIP (Task Force on Indige-

nous People). He introduced the 

Holok,  an indigenous pest manage-

ment system used in Ifugao which 

uses certain types of plants with  

pesticidal properties. Meanwhile, the 

Lampisa is an indigenous system of 

irrigation water distribution. Accord-

ing to Beyer, “the system has       

survived decades of challenges and 

had triumphed over individualism, 

kinship favoritism and political    

pressures while promoting communal 

ownership and use of a basic        

resource, the precious water.”  

Solidarity messages were also 

given by New World Belgium and Ac-

tion Solidarite Tiers Monde (ASTM), 

both funders of PNFSP. (see opposite 

page)  

PNFSP’s 5th National Thematic 

Conference was indeed a tremendous 

success. It brought together its  

member organizations who earnestly 

fight to uphold food security in their 

regions and government officials to  

make them accountable to the    

people regarding issues that         

exacerbate food insecurity.  

Best practices were also hailed 

and served as models to other    

members and progressive organiza-

tions and individuals. 



Ka Paeng Mariano  of  

Anakpawis Partylist  

delivered the keynote speech 
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The lovely ladies from  
TABI-Masbate 

Patrick Torres of FARDEC (left), Robert Pascua  
of CRRS-CV (center) and Madet Solitario of AGD 

(right) presented the outcome of their  
teams’ workshop  

Clockwise from top left: National, Luzon, Visayas and  
Mindanao groups discuss during the workshop 

From left: Shen Maglinte (SIBAT) and 
Marife Magbanua (ALCADEV) each had 

a question for the government  
representatives during the open forum 

Engr. Leo Jasareno (top) and 
Usec. Jerry Pacturan (bottom)  

received a plaque of appreciation 
for attending the conference 
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Marife Magbanua 

(center) shares about 

the projects and   

activities of ALCADEV 

to Usec. Jerry  

Pacturan and Jhana 

Tejome (PNFSP) 

Handwoven baskets made by 

Mangyans and traditional rice 

seeds were brought  

by IDPIP-ST 

Staffs of KADUAMI sold brightly  
colored indigenous cloth and  

fresh organic vegetables 

TRADE FAIR and EXHIBIT 

Colorful native slippers  

were sold by TABI-Masbate 

ALCADEV  sold  bright  

ethnic accessories 

From left: Tata Catarata (FARDEC), Julie Mero (CDPC) and Samuel Mateo (BFA) shared their organizations’ best practices 

 

Participants flock 

to PNFSP’s 

booth, curios to 

learn about the 

rice dryer being  

explained by  

Felix Catajay 
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LUZON 
Alay-Bayan Luzon, Inc. (ABI) 

Alyansa Dagiti Pesante Iti Taeng (APIT-TAKO) 
Center for Community Work and People’s  

Development (CCWPD) 
Center for Development Programs in the  

Cordillera (CDPC) 
Center for Relief and Rehabilitation  

Services—Cagayan Valley (CCRS-CV) 
Center on Ecumenical Development Actions and 

Research (CEDAR) 
Ilocos Center  for Research, Empowerment and  

Development (ICRED) 
Integrated Development Program for  

Indigenous People’s—Southern Tagalog (IDPIP-ST) 
Montanosa Research and Development  

Center (MRDC) 
Regional Development Center-Northern  

Luzon/Katinnulong Daguiti Umili iti Amianan  
(RDC-NL / KADUAMI)  

Tarabang para sa mga Biktima—Masbate 
(TABI Masbate) 

 

VISAYAS 
Central Visayas Farmers Development  

Center (FARDEC) 
Organic Farming Field Experimental and  

Resource Station—Panay (OFFERS-PANAY) 
Eastern Visayas Rural Assistance Program (EVRAP) 

Negros Rurban Assessment  Programme for  
Socio-Economic Development (NRAPSD) 

 

MINDANAO 
Alternative Learning Center for Agricultural and 

Livelihood Development (ALCADEV) 
Ethnic Groups Development Resource  

Center (EGDRC) 
KADAIT 

Mindanao Farmers Resource Center (MFRC) 
Mindanao Interfaith Services Foundation (MISFI) 

Tribal Filipino Program for Surigao del Sur  
(TRIFPPS, Inc.—NGO) 

Disaster Response Center (DIRECT) 
 

PNFSP is a partner of Bevrijde Wereld  
Belgium and ASTM. 
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